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ABSTRACT: This disclosure describes a failure sensing and 
protection circuit for use with converter networks. The collec- 
tor-emitter terminals of a power switching transistor are con- 
nected in series between a source of power and a converter. A 
sensing transistor adapted to sense the AC operation of the 
converter is connected through a current amplifying circuit to 
the base of the power transistor. In addition, proportional cur- 
rent drive for the power transistor is provided by connecting 
the current amplifier circuit through a current transformer to 
sense a signal that is proportional to the current flow in the 
collector of the power transistor. The drive to the power 
transistor stops when converter failure occurs because the 
signal applied to the sensing transistor ends. 

The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract.and is subject to the 
provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 
U.S.C. 2457). 
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In accordance with a further principle of this invention, the 
amplifying circuit is a darlington pair transistor amplifier and 
is biased by a signal proportional to the collector current of 
the power or switching transistor. 

In accordance with a further principle of this invention, the BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 
The use of converter circuits to convert electrical energy 

from one form to another form or from one level to another 
level are well known. Generally, a DC source is connected 
through transistor power switches to a step-up or stepdown 
transformer, as the case may be. The transistor power switches 
are alternately switched on and off to cause an AC current 
flow in the primary winding of the transformer. The secondary 
winding of the transformer is connected to a rectifying circuit 
so that a DC output signal of a different level than the DC 
input signal is provided. In some environments, if an AC signal 
is desired, the rectifying circuit is eliminated. Various modifi- 
cations of this general system are well known in the art. 

One of the problems with prior art converter circuits is that 

AC signal driving the sensing transistor is rectified prior to its 
application to the base of the sensing transistor so that 
unidirectional signals are applied to the sensing transistor. 

It will be appreciated, from the foregoing brief summary of 
the invention that a rather uncomplicated apparatus for 
sensing failure of a converter and preventing the further appli- 
cation of power to the converter from a power source is pro- 
vided. Due to the fact that AC operation of a converter is 
sensed, rather thah just a high current condition, a transistor 
in the converter must fail before failure of the converter is 
sensed and the power source is disconnected from the con- 
verter. Hence, short circuit output currents can occur without 
interruDtina converter operation. In addition, because the cir- 

if one of the switching transistor fails, undesirable high cur- 20 cuit is entirely solid state, it is lighter in weight and less bulky$ 
rents occur which may destroy the converter or, in any event, than prior art circuits wherein relay switching components are 
make it unsuitable for further use. One prior art system for utilized. Moreover, because the collector-emitter terminals of 
protecting converter circuits uses a current sensing relay a power transistor,are connected in series between the power 
which is connected to sense the output current of the con- source and the inverter, only a small voltage drop occurs 
verter circuit. When a high output current occurs, the relay 25 across the protection circuit of the invention. 
opens the electrical connection between the power supply and 
the input to the converter circuit. The problem with using cur-’ BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
rent sensing relay systems is that in some environments their The foregoing objects and many of the attendant ad- mode of operation is undesirable. For example, relays are un- vantages of this invention will become ap- desirable for use onboard a spacecraft due to the possibility of 30 preciated as the Same becomes better understood by reference 
arcing across their contacts. Moreover, in the vacuum of to the following detailed description when taken in conjunc- space, relay lubricants out gas. In addition, even if the voltage tion with the accompanying drawing wherein a preferred em- 
being used is low enough to make arcing a nonoccumng bodiment of the invention is illustrated in partially block and 
phenomenon, relay circuits are bulkier and heavier than partially schematic form. desirable. Hence, it is desirable to provide a solid state 35 
switching network for use in lieu of relay networks to open the DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF 
primary circuit of a converter when failure occurs. In addition, THE INVENTION 
because some inverters are designed to be utilized with a 
shorted secondary winding, it is desirable to Sense something The FIGURE illustrates in partially schematic and partially 
other than the current through the secondary winding to de- 40 block form a preferred embodiment Of the invention. The 
tect transistor failure. Consequently, it is desirable to provide block Portion of the FIGURE comprises: a DC Power Source 
an apparatus for opening the primary circuit of a converter 11; a current transformer 13; and a low input voltage con- 
when transistor failure occurs that is useful with converter cir- verter 15. The schematic portion of the FIGURE comprises; 
cuits operating under conditions wherein the secondary wind- three PNP transistors designated Q1, Q2, and Q3; and NPN 
ing of the converter may be short circuited under normal 45 transistor designated Q4; four diodes designated D1, D2, D3, 
operating conditions. and D4; a capacitor designated C; and, five resistors 

Therefore, it is the object of this invention to provide a new designated R1, R2, R3, R4, and RS. 
and improved failure sensing and protection circuit suitable The positive output terminal of the DC power source 1 I is 
for use with converter networks. connected to the emitter of Q1, to one end of R1 and to one 

it is a further object of this invention to provide a failure 50 end of R2. The other end of R1 is connected to the collector 
sensing circuit that is adapted to sense the failure of a con- of Q1. The collector of Q1 is also connected to one input of 
verter circuit wherein the converter circuit can operate under the low input voltage converter 15. The other end of R2 is 
shorted output conditions without operating the failure connected to the base of Q L  
sensing and protection circuit of the invention. The base of Q1 is connected to the emitter of Q2 and the 

It is a still further object of this invention to provide a failure 55 base of Q2 is connected to the emitter of 0 3 .  The collector of 
sensing and protection circuit that is formed of solid state Q3 is connected to the collector of Q2 and the base of Q3 is 
components. connected through R3 to the collector of Q4. The emitter of 

In addition, in some environments, converters operate from Q4 is connected to the negative side of the DC power source 
low voltage sources, hence, the protection circuit must not 6o 11 which is also ground. 
have a high voltage drop when in operation. Therefore, it is a The base of Q4 is connected to the cathode of D3. The 
still further object of this invention to provide a failure sensing anode of D3 is connected through R4 to the collector of Q1. 
and protection circuit that is suitable for use with low voltage The base of Q4 is also connected to the cathode of D4 and 
converters. through RS to ground. The anode of D4 is connected to an AC 

65 signal output of the low input voltage converter 15. The AC 
signal output could be an AC sense winding on the converter’s 
transformer, for example. Or, the anode of D4 could be con- 
nected to the current transformer 13 to sense the AC signal as 
illustrated by the dashed line. The emitter of Q4 is connected 

70 to ground or the second input of the low voltage input con- 
verter 15. 

The capacitor C is connected between the collector of Q1 
and the collectors of Q2 and QJ. The collectors of Q2 and Q3 
are also connected to the anodes of D1 and D2. The cathode 

75 of DB is connected to one side of a secondary winding of the 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with a principle of this invention, a failure 
sensing and protection circuit suitable for use with converter 
networks is provided. The collector-emitter terminals of a 
power switching transistor are connected in series between the 
converter’s source of power and the converter. A sensing 
transistor adapted to sense the AC operation of the converter 
is connected through an amplifying circuit to the base of the 
power transistor. When AC operation fails, the sensed signal 
ends and the switching transistor is opened. 
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current transformer 13 illust ed by the dashed lines. The adapted for connection ween one output terminal of 
cathode of Di! is connected to the other side of the secondary said DC power source and one input terminal of said volt- 
winding of the current transformer 13. The center tap of the age converter; 
secondary winding of the current transformer 13 is connected a second transistor having its base connected so as PO sense 
to the collector of Q1. D1 and D2 rectify the AC signal sensed 5 the AC operation of said voltage converter; 
by the current transformer and C filters the rectified signal. amplifier means connected to the collector-emitter ter- 

The schematically illustrated part of the invention provides minds of said second transistor and to the base of said 
the switching operation that effectively connects the DC first transistor to amplify the signal sensed by said second 
power source 11 to the low input voltage converter 15 with a transistor prior to its being applied to said first transistor; 
low voltage drop or isolates the DC power source from the low 10 Current transformer means connected to said voltage con- 
input voltage converter 15. Q1 performs the power switching verter for sensing the output current of said first 
function and is driven proportionally to its own collector cur- transistor; and, 
rent. Proportional drive is effected because the primary wind- rectifier means connected to the output of said current 
ing of the current transformer 13 is connected in the seconda- transformer means for rectifying the output of said cur- 
ry circuit of the low input voltage converter 15. The primary 15 rent transformer m a n s  and applying it to said amplifier 
winding (and thus the secondary winding) of.the current means. 
tran&ropmer & directly proportional to the QP collector cur- 2. A failure Sensing and protection Circuit for Converter net- 
rent because the QI CoIIector current is directly works as claimed in claim 1 wherein said amplifier means 
the current flow in the secondary winding of the low input comprises third and fourth transistors connected in a darling- 
"hge converter 1s. And, because the secondary winding of 20 ton pair configuration with the base of one transistor con- 
the current transformer %3 is connected to the collectors of nected through a resistor to the Of said second 
QZ and 03, these transistors drive QI in a manner that is also transistor and the emitter of said fourth transistor being con- 
proportional. It should be noted that Q2 and Q3 as illustrated nected to the base af said first 
in the FIGURE form the well known darlington pair amplifier 3. A failure sensing and protection circuit for converter net- 

The drive path for Q2 and ~3 is completed through 25 works as claimed in claim 3 including a first resistor connected 
~ 4 .  w ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  when ~4 is turned on, QI is on. QZ and ~3 in parallel with the collector-emitter terminals of said first 
formed a proportional amplifier circuit for the 0 4  signal. Q4 transistor. 
(and thus QP) is turned on by current flow through either ~3 4. A failure sensing and protection circuit for converter net- 
or ~ 4 .  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ,  current flow through D3 initially Q4 on works as claimed in claim 3 including a second resistor and a 
and current flow through D4 sustains Q4 in an on state. 30 first diode connected in series between the collector of said 

sustaining turn-on power first transistor and the base of said second transistor and in- 
even when the output of the low input voltage converter is cluding a third resistor connected across the base-emitter ter- 
shorted. It will be appreciated that in some environments the minals Of said second transistor. 
output of a voltage converter may be shorted during normal 5. A failure sensing and protection circuit for converter net- 
operation. For example, the output ofa  low input voltage con- 35 works as claimed in claim 4 including a second diode con- 
verter is o&en shorted when the is operating from a nected between the base Of said second transistor and said 
thermoelectric source so as to provide cooling for the source. voltage converter to Sense the AC operation of said voltage 
In any event, D4 provides sustaining turn-on power even when converter. 
the output of the low input converter & shorted. H ~ ~ -  6. A failure sensing and protection Circuit for converter net- 
ever, when one of the switching power transistors in the low 40 works as claimed in claim 5 wherein said rectifying means 
input voltage converter becomes shorted, no AC signal oc- 

se no AC signal occurs, no power is applied a third diode connected at one end to one side of the secon- 
to Q4. In addition, no power flows through D3 dary winding of said current transformer means; 

because a shunt around D4 through the low input voltage a second diode connected at one end to the other side of the 
converter was created when the transistor became shorted. 45 secondary winding of said current transformer means; 
Hence, neither ~3 nor ~4 apply a signal to the base ofQ4 and the other ends Of said diodes connected together and to the 
Q4 is biased off. Because Q4 is biased off, QI is biased off and collectors of said third and fourth transistors; and 
the DC power Source 11 becomes isolated from low input volt- a capacitor connected between the other ends of said diodes 
age converter. In this manner, the invention senses inverter and the collector of said first transistor. 
failure and protects the power source. 7. In combination with a DC power supply and a DC to AC 

It will be appreciated from the foregoing description that power Converter, a POwer transistor having a Collector emitter 
the invention provides a solid state apparatus suitable for pro- Path in series between an output terminal of the supply and an 
tecting voltage Converter circuits from shorn in their input terminal of the converter, means responsive to operation 
switching components. While the invention is primarily useful of the converter for deriving a first signal having a first value 
in combination with a low input voltage converter, because a 55 for back biasing the transistor to a cutoff state in response 00 a 
very small power drop occurs across the protection circuit, it failure of AC power being derived by the converter, and hav- 
is also useful with higher voltage converter circuits. Because ing a second value for forward biasing the transistor to a con- 
the invention senses switch failure as opposed to a shorted duc~ni3 state in response to *C Power being derived by the 
output, the converter can operate under a shorted output con- converter, means sensing the level of DC current supplied by 
digion without the converter being disconnected from the 60 the transistor to the Converter for deriving a second signat pro- 
power source. However, when switch failure does occur, the portional to the current level, and means responsive to the 
DC power supply is disconnected from the converter. first and second signals for controlling the magnitude of the 

current in response to the amplitude of the second signal while 
the first signal has the second value and for back biasing the 

works for connection between a DC power supply and a 65 transistor while the first signal has the first value regardless of 
age converter comprising: the amplitude of the second signal. 

~4 provides a path and 

comprises: 

50 

I claim: 
8 .  A failure sensing and protection circuit for converter net- 

a first transistor having its collector-emitter terminals 

70 




